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What we doWhat we do
increase business value from so�ware development

Consultancy en Mentoring
Training
Development
Organizing conferences



Our learning visionOur learning vision
Learning by doing



ObjectivesObjectives
Make sense of your work of world with systemic thinking &

diagrams of effects



complex systemscomplex systems

image: Susitna Glacier, Alaska by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center



linear cause-effect thinking is notlinear cause-effect thinking is not
sufficientsufficient
image: Where are the stairs? (Explored) by Yogendra Joshi



different way of thinking & seeingdifferent way of thinking & seeing
image: His Fingerprints by Randy Robertson



the whole + interrelationsthe whole + interrelations
image: Holistic by Steve Jurvetson



self-reinforcing and balancing loopsself-reinforcing and balancing loops
nonlinearitynonlinearity

image: look downstairs into stairwell whirl by Karl-Ludwig G. Poggemann



instead of firefighting...instead of firefighting...
image: Florida and Virginia Guardsmen, firefighters extinguish ... by The National Guard



... intervene effectively... intervene effectively



Let's playLet's play
crystal by Matthew

Ball game based on the Systems Thinking Playbook



What happened?





Number of balls in the air over time 









co-creating a diagramco-creating a diagram
1. tell the story 

ask questions, determine scope and focus question
2. collect variables 

observable / measurable 
behaviour over time

3. determine cause effect relations
4. look for loops - reinforcing & stabilizing
5. simplify 

7 ± 2 variables - remove unrelated variables 
split diagram

6. find interventions



backgroundbackground
systems theory (Gerald Weinberg)

cybernetics, system dynamics

organizational learning (Peter Senge, Arie de Geus)

Limits to Growth (Donella Meadows)



A story: A story: Promise is DebtPromise is Debt

http://localhost:9000/decks/promise-is-debt/#/1


The storyThe story
We taught everybody agile but....

customers are unhappy

developers are preparing their resumes

What happened?

What can we do now?

How can we prevent this the next time?
wicked weather by alexdecarvalho



The contextThe context
3 customers, 4 developers

1 manager, in the middle

one code base, one product

special features per customer
 

Triple Sheep by Per Ola Wiberg



The road to hell is paved with good intentionsThe road to hell is paved with good intentions

 

Promise one more special feature Promise one more special feature   
to show what we can do...to show what we can do...

 
 
 

The road to Hell by Paul Stevenson



features planned

customer

features
customer 

expectationspromised

satisfaction





Developers work harder, cut corners

More defects

Customers unhappy

Manager promises more...
 
 
 

New Year's Resolution: 36/365 by Sasha Wolff



features planned

design debt

customer

features
customer 

expectations

workload

to deliver
corners cutdefects

promised

satisfaction

pressure





Technical debt makes each newTechnical debt makes each new
feature more €xp€nsiv€feature more €xp€nsiv€

 

velocity 
goes 

down 
...

 
dog on treadmill by Anne Norman



Technical DebtTechnical Debt
Metaphor by Ward Cunningham
So�ware development is discovery & learning 
so�ware reflects yesterday's knowledge
Debt = learning that hasn't been put in the so�ware yet
Interest you pay = extra effort needed in future
Hard to measure – you know it when you see it



features planned

design debt

customer

features
customer 

expectations

workload

to deliver
corners cutdefects

time per fix 

or feature

fulfilled promises

promised

satisfaction

pressure





What causes this?What causes this?
Customers

don't have a choice (they think)
afraid to speak up and put up with it
the product is not that important

Developers try to make the best of it
pride in cra�smanship

Managers
huge ambition
tied up in promises



Sooner or later, 
the system will collapse 

 
 

People burn out 
Developers leave 

Customers give up 
... what can we do?

 
 

Baker Hotel (half of it!) by Justin Cozart



InterventionsInterventions

features planned

design debt

customer

features
customer 

expectations

workload

to deliver
corners cutdefects

time per fix 

or feature

fulfilled promises

promised

satisfaction

pressure





Planned RefactoringPlanned Refactoring

customer satisfaction

features promised
features plannedcustomer 

expectations

workload

corners cut

design debt

defects

time per fix 

or feature

fulfilled promises

planned
refactoring &
redesign





Pair programmingPair programming

customer satisfaction

features promised
features plannedcustomer 

expectations

workload

pressure to 

deliver

corners cut

design debt

defects

time per fix 

or feature

fulfilled promises pair programming





Systemic thinkingSystemic thinking
Technical debt is inevitable: development = learning
It's technical & organizational
Not personal - blaming does not help
No simple cause-effect, no best solution or practice
Intuition support tool
Build shared understanding, not exact model of reality
From ideological debate to pragmatic action



Gerald M. Weinberg Quality So�ware Management series 
  

Linda Booth Sweeney & Dennis Meadows 
Systems Thinking Playbook 
Donella H. Meadows Thinking in Systems 
Donella H. Meadows Places to Intervene in a System

  
Peter M. Senge The Fi�h Discipline 
Arie de Geus The Living Company

 
image: Books in red by Benjamin Claverie

leanpub.com/b/qualityso�ware

donellameadows.org/archives/leverage-points-places-to-intervene-in-a-system

https://leanpub.com/b/qualitysoftware
http://donellameadows.org/archives/leverage-points-places-to-intervene-in-a-system/

